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The capabilities of natural neural systems have inspired new generations of machine learning algo-1

rithms as well as neuromorphic very large-scale integrated (VLSI) circuits capable of fast, low-power2

information processing. However, it has been argued that most modern machine learning algorithms3

are not neurophysiologically plausible. In particular, the workhorse of modern deep learning, the4

backpropagation algorithm, has proven difficult to translate to neuromorphic hardware. In this5

study, we present a neuromorphic, spiking backpropagation algorithm based on synfire-gated dynam-6

ical information coordination and processing, implemented on Intel’s Loihi neuromorphic research7

processor. We demonstrate a proof-of-principle three-layer circuit that learns to classify digits from8

the MNIST dataset. To our knowledge, this is the first work to show a Spiking Neural Network9

(SNN) implementation of the backpropagation algorithm that is fully on-chip, without a computer10

in the loop. It is competitive in accuracy with off-chip trained SNNs and achieves an energy-delay11

product suitable for edge computing. This implementation shows a path for using in-memory, mas-12

sively parallel neuromorphic processors for low-power, low-latency implementation of modern deep13

learning applications.14

I. Introduction15

1. Dynamical Coordination in Cognitive Processes.16

Spike-based learning in plastic neuronal networks is17

playing increasingly key roles in both theoretical neuro-18

science and neuromorphic computing. The brain learns19

in part by modifying the synaptic strengths between neu-20

rons and neuronal populations. While specific synaptic21

plasticity or neuromodulatory mechanisms may vary in22

different brain regions, it is becoming clear that a signif-23

icant level of dynamical coordination between disparate24

neuronal populations must exist, even within an individ-25

ual neural circuit [1]. Classically, backpropagation (BP,26

and other learning algorithms) has been essential for su-27

pervised learning in artificial neural networks (ANNs).28

Although the question of whether or not BP operates29

in the brain is still an outstanding issue [2], BP does30

solve the problem of how a global objective function can31

be related to local synaptic modification in a network.32

It seems clear, however, that if BP is implemented in33

the brain, or if one wishes to implement BP in a neuro-34

morphic circuit, some amount of dynamical information35

coordination is necessary to propagate the correct infor-36

mation to the correct location such that appropriate local37

synaptic modification may take place to enable learning.38
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2. The Grand Challenge of Spiking Backpropagation (sBP)39

There has been a rapid growth of interest in the40

reformulation of classical algorithms for learning, op-41

timization, and control using event-based information-42

processing mechanisms. Such spiking neural networks43

(SNNs) are inspired by the function of biophysiological44

neural systems [3], i.e., neuromorphic computing [4]. The45

trend is driven by the advent of flexible computing archi-46

tectures such as Intel’s neuromorphic research processor,47

codenamed Loihi, that enable experimentation with such48

algorithms in hardware [5]. There is particular interest in49

deep learning, which is a central tool in modern machine50

learning. Deep learning relies on a layered, feedforward51

network similar to the early layers of the visual cortex,52

with threshold nonlinearities at each layer that resemble53

mean-field approximations of neuronal integrate-and-fire54

models. While feedforward networks are readily trans-55

lated to neuromorphic hardware [6–8], the far more com-56

putationally intensive training of these networks ‘on chip’57

has proven elusive as the structure of backpropagation58

makes the algorithm notoriously difficult to implement59

in a neural circuit [9, 10]. A feasible neural implemen-60

tation of the backpropagation algorithm has gained re-61

newed scrutiny with the rise of new neuromorphic compu-62

tational architectures that feature local synaptic plastic-63

ity [5, 11–13]. Because of the well-known difficulties, neu-64

romorphic systems have relied to date almost entirely on65

conventional off-chip learning, and used on-chip comput-66

ing only for inference [6–8]. It has been a long-standing67

challenge to develop learning systems whose function is68

realized exclusively using neuromorphic mechanisms.69

Backpropagation has been claimed to be biologically70
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implausible or difficult to implement on spiking chips be-71

cause of several issues: (a) Weight transport – Usually,72

synapses in biology and on neuromorphic hardware can-73

not be used bidirectionally, therefore, separate synapses74

for the forward and backward pass are employed. How-75

ever, correct credit assignment, i.e. knowing how a76

weight change affects the error, requires feedback weights77

to be the same as feedforward weights [14, 15]; (b) Back-78

wards computation – Forward and backward passes im-79

plement different computations [15]. The forward pass80

requires only weighted summation of the inputs, while81

the backward pass operates in the opposite direction and82

additionally takes into account the derivative of the ac-83

tivation function; (c) Gradient storage – Error gradients84

must be computed and stored separately from activa-85

tions; (d) Differentiability – For spiking networks, the86

issue of non-differentiability of spikes has been discussed87

and solutions have been proposed [16–19]; and (e) Hard-88

ware constraints – For the case of neuromorphic hard-89

ware, there are often constraints on plasticity mecha-90

nisms, which allow for adaptation of synaptic weights.91

On some hardware, no plasticity is offered at all, while in92

some cases only specific spike-timing dependent plastic-93

ity (STDP) rules are allowed. Additionally, in almost all94

available neuromorphic architectures, information must95

be local, i.e., information is only shared between neurons96

that are synaptically connected, in particular, to facili-97

tate parallelization.98

3. Previous Attempts at sBP99

The most commonly used approach to avoiding the100

above issues is to use neuromorphic hardware only for101

inference using fixed weights, obtained by training of an102

identical network offline and off-chip [6, 7, 20–24]. This103

has recently achieved state-of-the-art performance [8],104

but it does not make use of neuromorphic hardware’s full105

potential, because offline training consumes significant106

power. Moreover, to function in most field applications,107

an inference algorithm should be able to learn adap-108

tively after deployment, e.g., to adjust to a particular109

speaker in speech recognition, which would enable auton-110

omy and privacy of edge computing devices. So far, only111

last layer training, without backpropagation, and using112

variants of the delta rule, has been achieved on spik-113

ing hardware [25–31]. Other on-chip learning approaches114

use alternatives to backpropagation [32, 33], bio-inspired115

non-gradient based methods [34], or hybrid systems with116

a conventional computer in the loop [35, 36]. Several117

promising alternative approaches for actual on-chip spik-118

ing backpropagation have been proposed recently [37–40],119

but have not yet been implemented in hardware.120

To avoid the backwards computation issue (b) and be-121

cause neuromorphic synapses are not bidirectional, a sep-122

arate feedback network for the backpropagation of errors123

has been proposed [41, 42] (see Fig. 1). This leads to the124

weight transport problem (a) which has been solved by125

using symmetric learning rules to maintain weight sym-126

metry [42–44] or with the Kolen-Pollack algorithm [44],127

which leads to symmetric weights automatically. It has128

also been found that weights do not have to be perfectly129

symmetric, because backpropagation can still be effective130

with random feedback weights (random feedback align-131

ment) [45], although symmetry in the sign between for-132

ward and backward weights matters [46].133

The backwards computation issue (b) and the gradi-134

ent storage issue (c) have been addressed by approaches135

that separate the function of the neuron into different136

compartments and use structures that resemble neuronal137

dendrites for the computation of backward propagat-138

ing errors [2, 38, 40, 47]. The differentiability issue (d)139

has been circumvented by spiking rate-based approaches140

[7, 21, 48, 49] that use the ReLU activation function141

as done in ANNs. The differentiability issue has also142

been addressed more generally using surrogate gradient143

methods [6, 16–19, 22, 25, 50] and methods that use144

biologically-inspired STDP and reward modulated STDP145

mechanisms [51–54]. For a review of SNN-based deep146

learning, see [55]. For a review of backpropagation in the147

brain, see [2].148

4. Our Contribution149

In this study, we describe a hardware implementation150

of the backpropagation algorithm that addresses each of151

the issues (a)–(e) introduced above using a set of mecha-152

nisms that have been developed and tested in simulation153

by the authors during the past decade, synthesized in154

our recent study [56], and simplified and adapted here to155

the features and constraints of the Loihi chip. These neu-156

ronal and network features include propagation of graded157

information in a circuit composed of neural populations158

using synfire-gated synfire chains (SGSCs) [57–60], con-159

trol flow based on the interaction of synfire-chains [58],160

and regulation of Hebbian learning using synfire-gating161

[61, 62]. We simplify our previously proposed network162

architecture [56], and streamline its function. We demon-163

strate our approach using a proof-of-principle implemen-164

tation on Loihi [5], and examine the performance of the165

algorithm for learning and inference of the MNIST test166

data set [63]. The sBP implementation is shown to be167

competitive in clock time, sparsity, and power consump-168

tion with state-of-the-art algorithms for the same tasks.169

II. Results170

1. The Binarized sBP model171

We extend our previous architecture [56] using sev-172

eral new algorithmic and hardware-specific mechanisms.173

Each unit of the neural network is implemented as a174

single spiking neuron, using the current-based leaky175

integrate-and-fire (CUBA) model (see Eq. (19) in Sec-176

tion IV) that is built into Loihi. The time constants177

of the CUBA model are set to 1, so that the neurons178

are memoryless. Rather than using rate coding, whereby179

spikes are counted over time, we consider neuron spikes at180

every algorithmic time step, so we can regard our imple-181

mentation as a binary neural network. The feedforward182
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Target

Error
Feedback

Feed-forward

FIG. 1. Overview of conceptual circuit architecture.

Feedforward activations of input (x), hidden (h) and output
(o) layers are calculated by a feedforward module. Errors (e =
t− o) are calculated from the output and the training signal
(t). Errors are backpropagated through a feedback module
with the same weights W2 for synapses between h and o, but
in the opposite direction (mathematically expressed as the
transpose, WT

2 ). Local gradients (d1, d2) are gated back into
the feedforward circuit at appropriate times to accomplish
potentiation or depression of appropriate weights.

component of our network is a classic multilayer percep-183

tron (MLP) with 3-layers, a binary activation function,184

and discrete (8 bit) weights. Our approach may, how-185

ever, be extended to deeper networks and different en-186

codings. In the following equations, each lowercase letter187

corresponds to a Boolean vector that represents a layer188

of spiking neurons on the chip (a spike corresponds to a189

1). The inference (forward) pass through the network is190

computed as:191

o = f(W2f(W1x)) , (1)

f(x) = H(x− 0.5) , (2)

H(x) =

{

0, x < 0,

1, x ≥ 0 ,
(3)

where Wi is the weight matrix of the respective layer, f is192

a binary activation function with a threshold of 0.5, and193

H denotes the Heaviside function. The forward pass thus194

occurs in 3 time steps as spikes are propagated through195

layers. The degree to which the feedforward network’s196

output (o) deviates from a target value (t) is quantified197

by the squared error, E = 1
2
‖o− t‖2, which we would like198

to minimize. Performing backpropagation to achieve this199

requires the calculation of weight updates, which depend200

on the forward activations, and backward propagated lo-201

cal gradients dl, which represent the amount by which the202

loss changes when the activity of that neuron changes, as:203

d2 = (o− t) ◦ f ′(W2h) , (4)

d1 = sgn(WT
2 d2) ◦ f

′(W1x) , (5)

∂E

∂Wl

= dl(al−1)
T , (6)

W new
l = W old

l − η
∂E

∂Wl

, l = 1, 2 . (7)

Here, ◦ denotes a Hadamard product, i.e. the element-204

wise product of two vectors, T denotes the matrix trans-205

pose, sgn(x) is the sign function, and al denotes the ac-206

tivation of the lth layer, f(Wlal−1), with a0 = x, a1 =207

h, a2 = o. Here, η denotes the learning rate, and is208

the only hyperparameter of the model apart from the209

weight initialization. Here ′ denotes the derivative, but210

because f is a binary thresholding function (Heaviside),211

the derivative would be the Dirac delta function, which212

is zero everywhere apart from at the threshold. There-213

fore, we use a common method [64], and represent the214

thresholding function using a truncated (between 0 and215

1) ReLU (Eq. (8)) as a surrogate when back-propagating216

the error. The derivative of the surrogate is a box func-217

tion (Eq. (9)):218

fsurrogate(x) = min(max(x, 0), 1) , (8)

f ′(x) = H(x)−H(x− 1) . (9)

The three functions (Equations (2), (8) and (9)) are plot-219

ted in the inset in Fig. 2.220

When performed for each target (t) in the training set,221

the model may be thought of as a stochastic gradient222

descent algorithm with a fixed step size update for each223

weight in the direction of the sign of the gradient.224

2. sBP on Neuromorphic Hardware225

On the computational level, Equations (1)-(9) fully de-226

scribe our model exactly as it is implemented on Loihi,227

excluding the handling of bit precision constraints that228

affect integer discreteness and value limits and ranges. In229

the following, we describe how these equations are trans-230

lated from the computational to the algorithmic neural231

circuit level, thereby enabling implementation on neuro-232

morphic hardware. Further details on the implementa-233

tion can be found in Section IV.234

a. Hebbian weight update Equation (7) effectively235

results in the following weight update per single synapse236

from presynaptic index i in layer l − 1 to postsynaptic237

index j in layer l:238

∆wij = −η · al−1,i · dl,j , (10)

where η is the constant learning rate. To accomplish239

this update, we use a Hebbian learning rule [65] imple-240

mentable on the on-chip microcode learning engine (for241

the exact implementation on Loihi, see Section IVB).242

Hebbian learning means that neurons that fire together,243

wire together, i.e., the weight update ∆w is proportional244
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to the product of the simultaneous activity of the presy-245

naptic (source) neuron and the postsynaptic (target) neu-246

ron. In our case, this means that the values of the 2247

factors of Equation (10) have to be propagated simulta-248

neously, in the same time step, to the pre- (al−1,i) and249

postsynaptic (dl,j) neurons while the pre- and postsynap-250

tic neurons are not allowed to fire simultaneously at any251

other time. For this purpose, a mechanism to control the252

information flow through the network is needed.253

b. Gating controls the information flow As our in-254

formation control mechanism, we use synfire gating [57–255

59, 66]. A closed chain of 12 neurons containing a single256

spike perpetually sent around the circle is the backbone257

of this flow control mechanism, which we call the gat-258

ing chain. The gating chain controls information flow259

through the controlled network by selectively boosting260

layers to bring their neurons closer to the threshold and261

thereby making them receptive to input. By connecting262

particular layers to the gating neuron that fires in the263

respective time steps, we lay out a path that the activ-264

ity through the network is allowed to take. For example,265

to create the feedforward pass, the input layer x is con-266

nected to the first gating neuron and therefore gated ‘on’267

in time step 1, the hidden layer h is connected to the sec-268

ond gating neuron and gated ‘on’ in time step 2, and the269

output layer o is connected to the third gating neuron270

and gated ‘on’ in time step 3. A schematic of this path271

of the activity can be found in Fig. 2. To speak in neuro-272

science terms, we are using synfire gating to design func-273

tional connectivity through the network anatomy shown274

in Supplementary Fig. 4 . Using synfire gating, the lo-275

cal gradient dl,j is brought to the postsynaptic neuron at276

the same time as the activity al−1,i is brought back to277

the presynaptic neuron effecting a weight update. How-278

ever, in addition to bringing activity at the right time279

to the right place for Hebbian learning, the gating chain280

also makes it possible to calculate and back-propagate281

the local gradient.282

c. Local gradient calculation For the local gradient283

calculation, according to Equation (5), the error o − t284

and the box function derivative of the surrogate activa-285

tion function (Equation (9)) are needed. Because there286

are no negative (signed) spikes, the local gradient is cal-287

culated and propagated back twice for a Hebbian weight288

update in two phases with different signs. The error o− t289

is calculated in time step 4 in a layer that receives exci-290

tatory (positive) input from the output layer o and in-291

hibitory (negative) input from the target layer t, and vice292

versa for t− o.293

The box function has the role of initiating learning294

when the presynaptic neuron receives a non-negative in-295

put and of terminating learning when the input exceeds296

1, which is why we call the two conditions ‘start’ and297

‘stop’ learning (inspired by the nomenclature of [67]).298

This inherent feature of backpropagation avoids weight299

updates that have no effect on the current output as the300

neuron is saturated by the nonlinearity with the current301

input. This regulates learning by protecting weights that302

are trained and used for inference when given different303

inputs.304

To implement these two terms of the box function (9),305

we use two copies of the output layer that receive the306

same input (W2h) as the output layer. Using the above-307

described gating mechanism, one of the copies (start308

learning, o<) is brought exactly to its firing threshold309

when it receives the input, which means that it fires for310

any activity greater than 0 and the input is not in the311

lower saturation region of the ReLU. The other copy312

(stop learning, o>) is brought further away from the313

threshold (to 0), which means that if it fires, the up-314

per saturation region of the ReLU has been reached and315

learning should cease.316

d. Error backpropagation Once the local gradient d2317

is calculated as described in the previous paragraph, it318

is sent to the output layer as well as to its copies to319

bring about the weight update of W2 and its 4 copies320

in time steps 5 and 9. From there, the local gradient is321

propagated back through the transposed weight matrices322

WT
2 and −WT

2 , which are copies of W2 connected in the323

opposite direction and, in the case of−WT
2 , with opposite324

sign. Once propagated backwards, the back-propagated325

error is also combined with the ‘start’ and ‘stop’ learning326

conditions, and then it is sent to the hidden layer and its327

copies in time steps 7 and 11.328

3. Algorithm Performance329

Our implementation of the sBP algorithm on Loihi330

achieves an inference accuracy of 95.7% after 60 epochs331

(best: 96.2%) on the MNIST test data set, which is332

comparable with other shallow, stochastic gradient de-333

scent (SGD) trained MLP models without additional al-334

lowances. In these computational experiments, the sBP335

model is distributed over 81 neuromorphic cores. Pro-336

cessing of a single sample takes 1.48 ms (0.169 ms for337

inference only) on the neuromorphic cores, including the338

time required to send the input spikes from the embedded339

processor, and consumes 0.653 mJ of energy on the neu-340

romorphic cores (0.592 mJ of which is dynamic energy,341

i.e. energy used by our neural circuit in addition to the342

fixed background energy), resulting in an energy-delay343

product of 0.878 µJs. All measurements were obtained344

using NxSDK version 0.9.9 on the Nahuku32 board ncl-345

ghrd-01. Table I shows a comparison of our results with346

published performance metrics for other neuromorphic347

learning architectures that were also tested on MNIST.348

Table III in the Supplementary Material shows a break-349

down of energy consumption and a comparison of dif-350

ferent conditions and against a GPU. Switching off the351

learning engine after training reduces the dynamic energy352

per inference to 0.0204 mJ, which reveals that the on-chip353

learning engine is responsible for most of the power con-354

sumption. Because the learning circuit is not necessary355

for performing inference, we also tested a reduced archi-356

tecture that is able to do inference within four time steps357

using the previously trained weights. This architecture358

uses 0.00249 mJ of dynamic energy and 0.169 ms per359

inference.360
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FIG. 2. Functional connectivity of the 2 layer backpropagation circuit. Layers are only shown when they are gated
‘on’ and synapses are only shown when their target is gated on. Plastic connections are all-to-all (fully connected), i.e. all
neurons are connected to all neurons of the next layer. The gating connections from the gating chain are one-to-all, and all
other connections are one-to-one, which means that a firing pattern is copied directly to the following layer. The names of the
neuron layers are given on the left margin so that the row corresponds to layer identity. The columns correspond to time steps
of the algorithm, which are the same as the time steps on Loihi. Table II shows the information contained in each layer in each
respective time step. The red background in time steps 5 and 7 indicates that in these steps, the sign of the weight update is
inverted (positive), as r = 1 in Eq. (21). A detailed step-by-step explanation of the algorithm is given in Section IVC2 and in
Table II in the supplementary material. The plot in the top left corner illustrates our approach to approximate the activation
function f by a surrogate with the box function as derivative, fsurr = H(x)H(1−x), where f ′ is the rectified linear map (ReLU)
(see Equations 2, 8 and 9).

The sBP algorithm trains the network without explicit361

sparsity constraints, and yet it exhibits sparsity because362

of its binary (spiking) nature. After applying the bi-363

nary threshold of 0.5 to the MNIST images, one image is364

encoded using on average 100 spikes in the input layer,365

which corresponds to a sparsity of 0.25 spikes per neu-366

ron per inference. This leads to a typical number of 110367

spikes in the hidden layer (0.28 spikes per neuron per in-368

ference) and 1 spike in the output layer (0.1 spikes per369

neuron per inference). The spikes of the input and hid-370

den layer are repeated in the two learning phases (see371

Fig. 2) independent of the training progress. However,372

the error-induced activity from the local gradient layer373

d1 starts with 0.7 spikes per neuron per sample (during374

the first 1000 samples) and goes down to approximately375

0 spikes in the trained network as the error goes towards376

0.377
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Publication Hardware Learning Mode Network Energy per Latency per Test
Structure Sample (mJ) Sample (ms) Accuracy (%)

On-chip backpropagation

This study Loihi on-chip sBP 400-400-10a 0.592 1.48 96.2
On-chip single layer training or BP alternatives

[33] Shrestha et al. (2021) Loihi EMSTDP FA/DFA CNN-CNN-100-10 8.4 20 94.7
[32] Frenkel et al. (2020) SPOON DRTP CNN-10 0.000366b 0.12 95.3
[30] Park et al. (2019) unnamed mod. SD 784-200-200-10 0.000253b 0.01 98.1
[68] Chen et al. (2018) unnamed S-STDP 236-20c 0.017 0.16 89
[27] Frenkel et al. (2018) ODIN SDSP 256-10 0.000015 - 84.5
[69] Lin et al. (2018) Loihi S-STDP 1920-10c 0.553 - 96.4
[29] Buhler et al. (2017) unnamed LCA features 256-10 0.000050 0.001b 88
On-chip inference only

This study Loihi inference 400-400-10a 0.00249 0.169 96.2
[33] Shrestha et al. (2021) Loihi inference CNN-CNN-100-10 2.47 10 94.7
[32] Frenkel et al. (2020) SPOON inference CNN-10 0.000313 0.12 97.5
[70] Göltz et al. (2019) BrainScaleS-2 inference 256-246-10 0.0084 0.048 96.9
[69] Lin et al. (2018) Loihi inference 1920-10c 0.0128d - 96.4
[68] Chen et al. (2018) unnamed inference 784-1024-512-10 0.0017 - 97.9
[72] Esser et al. (2015) True North inference CNN (512 neurons) 0.00027 1 92.7
[72] Esser et al. (2015) True North inference CNN (3840 neurons) 0.108 1 99.4
[73] Stromatias et al. (2015) SpiNNaker inference 784-500-500-10 3.3 11 95
Neuromorphic sBP in simulated SNN

[74] Jin et al. (2018) Simulation BP 784-800-10 - - 98.8
[75] Neftci et al. (2017) Simulation BP 784-500-10 - - 97.7
[76] Shrestha et al. (2019) Simulation EM-STDP 784-500-10 - - 97
[77] Tavanaei and Maida (2019) Simulation BP-STDP 784-500-150-10 - - 97.2
[78] Mostafa (2017) Simulation BP 784-800-10 - - 97.55
[79] Lee et al. (2016) Simulation BP 784-800-10 - - 98.64
[80] O’Connor and Welling (2016) Simulation BP 784-300-300-10 - - 96.4
[81] Diehl and Cook (2015) Simulation STDP 784-1600-10 - - 95
a 400 (20x20) corresponds to 784 (28x28) after cropping of the empty image margin of 4 pixels
b Calculated from given values
c Off-chip preprocessing
d Dynamic energy reported in the Supplementary Material of [71]

TABLE I. Review of the MNIST Literature in SNN and on neuromorphic hardware. The table includes 4 relevant classes of
literature. Studies that used ANN-SNN conversion purely in software are not reviewed here. Note that the energy-delay product
may be computed from the Energy per Sample and Latency per Sample columns. Abbreviations: EMSTDP: Error-modulated
spike-timing dependent plasticity; DFA: Direct feedback alignment; DRTP: Direct random target projection; SD: Segregated
dendrites; SDSP: Spike-driven synaptic plasticity; LCA: Locally competitive algorithm.

FIG. 3. Accuracy and loss (mean squared error) over epochs.
Note separate axis scaling for accuracy (left) and loss (right).

III. Discussion378

1. Summary379

As we have demonstrated here, by using a well-defined380

set of neuronal and neural circuit mechanisms, it is possi-381

ble to implement a spiking backpropagation algorithm on382

contemporary neuromorphic hardware. Previously pro-383

posed methods to address the issues outlined in Section I384

were not on their own able to offer a straightforward path385

to implement a variant of the sBP algorithm on current386

hardware. In this study, we avoided or solved these pre-387

viously encountered issues with spiking backpropagation388

by combining known solutions with synfire-gated synfire389

chains (SGSC) as a dynamical information coordination390

scheme that was evaluated on the MNIST test data set391

on the Loihi VLSI hardware.392

2. Solutions of Implementation Issues393

The five issues (a)-(e) listed in Section I were addressed394

using the following solutions: (a) The weight transport395

issue was avoided via the use of a deterministic, symmet-396

ric learning rule for the parts of the network that im-397
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plement inference (feed-forward) and error propagation398

(feedback) as described by [82]. This approach is not399

biologically plausible because of a lack of developmen-400

tal mechanisms to assure the equality of corresponding401

weights [83]. It would, however, without modifications402

to the architecture be feasible to employ weight decay403

as described by Kolen and Pollack [83] to achieve self-404

alignment of the backward weights to the forward weights405

or to use feedback alignment to approximately align the406

feedforward weights to random feedback weights [45]; (b)407

The backwards computation issue was solved by using a408

separate error propagation network through which acti-409

vation is routed using an SGSC; (c) The gradient storage410

issue was solved by routing activity through the inference411

and error propagation circuits within the network in sep-412

arate stages, thereby preventing the mixing of inference413

and error information. There are alternatives that would414

not require synfire gated routing, but are more challeng-415

ing to implement on hardware [38, 40] as also described in416

a more comprehensive review [2]; (d) The differentiability417

issue was solved by representing the step activation func-418

tion by a surrogate in the form of a (truncated) ReLU ac-419

tivation function with an easily implementable box func-420

tion derivative; and (e) The hardware constraint issue421

was solved by the proposed mechanism’s straightforward422

implementation on Loihi because it only requires basic423

integrate-and-fire neurons and Hebbian learning that is424

modulated by a single factor which is the same for all425

synapses.426

3. Encoding and Sparsity427

While neural network algorithms on GPUs usually use428

operations on dense activation vectors and weight ma-429

trices, and therefore do not profit from sparsity, spiking430

neuromorphic hardware only performs an addition oper-431

ation when a spike event occurs, i.e., adding the weight to432

the input current as in Equation (19). This means that433

the power consumption directly depends on the number434

of spikes. Therefore sparsity, which refers to the prop-435

erty of a vector to have mostly zero elements, is impor-436

tant for neuromorphic algorithms [71, 84], and it is also437

observed in biology [85]. Consequently, significant effort438

has been made to make SNNs sparse to overcome the439

classical rate-based approach based on counting spikes440

[70, 84, 86, 87]. The binary encoding used here could be441

seen as a limit case of the rate-based approach allowing442

only 0 or 1 spike. Even without regularization to pro-443

mote sparse activity, it yields very sparse activation vec-444

tors that are even sparser than most timing codes. The445

achievable encoded information per spike is unquestion-446

ably lower, however. In a sense, we already employ spike447

timing to route spikes through the network because the448

location of a spike in time within the 12 time steps de-449

termines if and where it is sent and if the weights are po-450

tentiated or depressed. However, usage of a timing code451

for activations could be enabled by having more than one452

Loihi time step per algorithm time step. Therefore the453

use of SGSCs is not limited to this particular binary en-454

coding, and in fact, SGSCs were originally designed for455

a population rate code.456

Similarly, the routing method we use in this work is457

not limited to backpropagation, but it could serve as a458

general method to route information in SNNs where au-459

tonomous activity (without interference from outside the460

chip) is needed. That is, our proposed architecture can461

act in a similar way as or even in combination with neural462

state machines [88, 89].463

4. Algorithmically-Informed Neurophysiology464

Although our implementation of sBP here was fo-465

cused primarily on a particular hardware environment,466

we point out that the synfire-gated synfire chains and467

other network and neuronal structures that we employ468

could all potentially have relevance to the understand-469

ing of computation in neurophysiological systems. Many470

of these concepts that we use, such as spike coinci-471

dence, were originally inspired by neurophysiological ex-472

periments [57, 58, 90]. Experimental studies have shown473

recurring sequences of stereotypical neuronal activation474

in several species and brain regions [91–93] and partic-475

ularly replay in hippocampus [94]. Recent studies also476

hypothesize [95, 96] and show [97] that a mechanism like477

gating by synfire chains may play a role in memory for-478

mation. Additional evidence [98] shows that large-scale479

cortical activity has a stereotypical, packet-like charac-480

ter that can convey information about the nature of a481

stimulus, or be ongoing or spontaneous. This type of ap-482

parently algorithmically-related activity has a very sim-483

ilar form to the SGSC controlled information flow found484

previously [57–60]. Additionally, this type of sequential485

activation of populations is evoked by the sBP learning486

architecture, as seen in the raster plot in Fig. 5 in the487

Supplementary Material.488

Other algorithmic spiking features, such as the back-489

propagated local gradient layer activity decreasing from490

0.7 spikes per neuron to 0 by the end of training, could be491

identified and used to generate qualitative and quantita-492

tive hypotheses concerning network activity in biological493

neural systems.494

5. Future Directions495

Although the accuracy we achieve is similar to early496

implementations of binary neural networks in software497

[64], subsequent approaches now reach 98.5% [99], and498

generally include binarized weights. However, networks499

that achieve such accuracy typically employ either a con-500

volutional structure, or multiple larger hidden layers.501

Additional features such as dropout, softmax final lay-502

ers, gain terms, and others could in principle be included503

in spiking hardware and may also account for this 3%504

gap. So, while we show that it is possible to efficiently505

implement backpropagation on neuromorphic hardware,506

several non-trivial steps are still required to make it us-507

able in practical applications:508

1) The algorithm needs to be scaled to deeper net-509

works. While the present structure is in principle scal-510

able to more layers without major adjustments, investi-511

gation is needed to determine whether gradient informa-512
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tion remains intact over many layers, and to what extent513

additional features such as alternatives to batch normal-514

ization may need to be developed.515

2) Generalization to convolutional networks is com-516

pelling, in particular for application to image processing.517

The Loihi hardware presents an advantage in this setting518

because of its weight-sharing mechanisms.519

3) Although our current implementation demonstrates520

on-chip learning, we train on the MNIST images in an521

offline fashion by iterating over the training set in epochs.522

Further research is required to develop truly continual523

learning mechanisms such that additional samples and524

classes can actually be learned without losing previously525

trained synaptic weights and without retraining on the526

whole dataset.527

Additionally, the proposed algorithmic methodology528

can be used to inform hardware adjustments to promote529

efficiency for learning applications. Although our algo-530

rithm is highly efficient in terms of power usage, in partic-531

ular for binary encoding, the Loihi hardware is not specif-532

ically designed for implementing standard deep learning533

models, but rather as general-purpose hardware for ex-534

ploring different SNN applications [71].535

This leads to a significant computational overhead for536

functions that are not needed in our model (e.g. neu-537

ronal dynamics), or that could have been realized more538

efficiently if integrated directly on the chip instead of539

using network mechanisms. Our results provide a poten-540

tial framework to guide future hardware modifications to541

facilitate more efficient learning algorithm implementa-542

tions. For example, in an upgraded version of the al-543

gorithm, it would be preferable to replace relay neurons544

with presynaptic (eligibility) traces to keep a memory of545

the presynaptic activity for the weight update.546

6. Significance547

To our knowledge, this work is the first to show an548

SNN implementation of the backpropagation algorithm549

that is fully on-chip, without a computer in the loop.550

Other on-chip learning approaches so far either use feed-551

back alignment [33], forward propagation of errors [32]552

or single layer training [25, 27, 29, 68, 69]. Compared to553

an equivalent implementation on a GPU, there is no loss554

in accuracy, but there are about two orders of magni-555

tude power savings in the case of small batch sizes which556

are more realistic for edge computing settings. The net-557

work model we propose offers opportunities as a build-558

ing block that can, e.g. be integrated into larger SNN559

architectures that could profit from a trainable on-chip560

processing stage.561

IV. Methods562

In this section, we describe our system on three dif-563

ferent levels [100]. First, we describe the computational564

level by fully stating the equations that result in the in-565

tended computation. Second, we describe the spiking566

neural network (SNN) algorithm. Third, we describe the567

details of our hardware implementation that are neces-568

sary for exact reproducibility.569

A. The Binarized Backpropagation Model570

Network Model. Backpropagation is a means of opti-
mizing synaptic weights in a multi-layer neural network.
It solves the problem of credit assignment, i.e., attribut-
ing changes in the error to changes in upstream weights,
by recursively using the chain rule. The inference (for-
ward) pass through the network is computed as

o = f(WNf(WN−1(. . . f(W1x)))) , (11)

where f is an element-wise nonlinearity and Wi is the571

weight matrix of the respective layer. The degree to572

which the network’s output (o) deviates from the tar-573

get values (t) is quantified by the squared error, E =574

1
2
‖o − t‖2, which we aim to minimize. The weight up-575

dates for each layer are computed recursively by576

dl =

{
(o− t) ◦ f ′(nl), l = N
WT

l+1dl+1 ◦ f
′(nl), l < N

, (12)

∂E

∂Wl+1

= dl+1(al)
T , (13)

W new
l = W old

l − η
∂E

∂Wl

, (14)

where nl is the network activity at layer l (i.e., nl =577

Wlf(Wl−1nl−1)). Here, ′ denotes the derivative, ◦ de-578

notes a Hadamard product, i.e. the element-wise product579

of two vectors, T denotes the matrix transpose, and al de-580

notes f(Wlal−1), with a0 = x. The parameter η denotes581

the learning rate. These general equations (12)-(14) are582

realized for two layers in our implementation as given583

by (5)-(7) in Section II. Below, we relate these equations584

to the neural Hebbian learning mechanism used in the585

neuromorphic implementation of sBP.586

Although in theory the derivative f ′ of the activation587

function is applied in (12), in the case that f is a bi-588

nary thresholding (Heaviside) function, the derivative is589

the Dirac delta function, which is zero everywhere apart590

from at the threshold. We use a common approach [64]591

and represent the activation function by a surrogate (or592

straight-through estimator [101]), in the form of a rec-593

tified linear map (ReLU) truncated between 0 and 1594

(Eq. (16)) in the part of the circuit that affects error595

backpropagation. The derivative of this surrogate (f ′) is596

of box function form, i.e.597

f(x) = H(x− 0.5) , (15)

fsurrogate(x) = min(max(x, 0), 1) , (16)

f ′(x) = H(x)−H(x− 1) , (17)

where H denotes the Heaviside function:598

H(x) =

{

0, x < 0 ,

1, x ≥ 0 .
(18)
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In the following section, we describe how we implement599

Equations (11)-(16) in a spiking neural network.600

Weight Initialization. Plastic weights are initialized601

by sampling from a Gaussian distribution with mean of602

0 and a standard deviation of 1/
√

2/(Nfanin +Nfanout)603

(He initialization [102]). Nfanin denotes the number of604

neurons of the presynaptic layer and Nfanout the number605

of neurons of the postsynaptic layer.606

Input Data. The images of the MNIST dataset [63]607

were cropped by a margin of 4 pixels on each side to608

remove pixels that are never active and avoid unused609

neurons and synapses on the chip. The pixel values610

were thresholded with 0.5 to get a black and white pic-611

ture for use as input to the network. In the case of the612

100−300−10 architecture, the input images were down-613

sampled by a factor of 2. The dataset was presented in614

a different random order in each epoch.615

Accuracy Calculation. The reported accuracies are616

calculated on the full MNIST test data set. A sample was617

counted as correct when the index of the spiking neuron618

of the output layer in the output phase (time step 3 in619

Fig. 2) is equal to the correct label index of the presented620

image. In fewer than 1% of cases, there was more than621

one spike in the output layer, and in that case, the lowest622

spiking neuron index was compared.623

B. The Spiking Backpropagation Algorithm624

Spiking Neuron Model. For a generic spiking neuron625

element, we use the current-based linear leaky integrate-626

and-fire model (CUBA). This model is implemented627

on Intel’s neuromorphic research processor, codenamed628

Loihi [5]. Time evolution in the CUBA model as imple-629

mented on Loihi is described by the discrete-time dynam-630

ics with t ∈ N, and time increment ∆t ≡ 1:631

Vi(t+ 1) = Vi(t)−
1
τV

Vi(t) + Ui(t) + Iconst ,

Ui(t+ 1) = Ui(t)−
1
τU

Ui(t) +
∑

j wijδj(t) ,
(19)

where i identifies the neuron.632

The membrane potential V (t) is reset to 0 upon ex-633

ceeding the threshold Vthr and remains at its reset value634

0 for a refractory period, Tref . Upon reset, a spike is sent635

to all connecting synapses. Here, U(t) represents a neu-636

ronal current and δ represents time-dependent spiking637

input. Iconst is a constant input current.638

Parameters and Mapping. In our implementation of639

the backpropagation algorithm, we take τV = τU = 1,640

Tref = 0, and Iconst = −8192 (except in gating neurons,641

where Iconst = 0). This leads to a memoryless point neu-642

ron that spikes whenever its input in the respective time643

step exceeds Vthr = 1024. This happens, when the neu-644

ron receives synaptic input larger than 0.5·Vthr and in the645

same timestep, a gating input overcomes the strong inhi-646

bition of the Iconst, i.e. it is gated ‘on’. This is how the647

Heaviside function in Equation (15) is implemented. For648

the other activation functions, a different gating input is649

applied.650

There is a straightforward mapping between the651

weights and activations in the spiking neural network652

(SNN) described in this section and the corresponding ar-653

tificial neural network (ANN) described in Section IVA:654

wSNN = wANN · Vthr ,
aSNN = aANN · Vthr .

(20)

So, a value of Vthr = 1024 allows for a maximal ANN655

weight of 0.25, because the allowed weights on Loihi are656

the even integers from -256 to 254.657

Feed-forward Pass. The feedforward pass can be seen658

as an independent circuit module that consists of 3 layers.659

An input layer x with 400 (20x20) neurons that spikes660

according to the binarized MNIST dataset, a hidden layer661

h of 400 neurons, and an output layer o of 10 neurons.662

The 3 layers are sequentially gated ‘on’ by the gating663

chain so that activity travels from the input layer to the664

hidden layer through the plastic weight matrix W1 and665

then from the hidden to the output layer through the666

plastic weight matrix W2.667

Learning Rule. The plastic weights follow the standard668

Hebbian learning rule with a global third factor to con-669

trol the sign. Note, however, that here, unlike other work670

with Hebbian learning rules, due to the particular activ-671

ity routed to the layers, the learning rule implements a672

supervised mechanism (backpropagation). Here we give673

the discrete update equation as implemented on Loihi:674

∆w = 4r(t) ◦ x(t) ◦ y(t)− 2x(t) ◦ y(t) (21)

= (2r(t)− 1) · 2x(t)y(t) ,

r(t) =

{

1, if (t mod T ) = 5, 7 ,

0, otherwise .
(22)

Above, x, y, and r represent time series that are available675

at the synapse on the chip. The signals x and y are the676

pre- and postsynaptic neuron’s spike trains, i.e., they are677

equal to 1 in time steps when the respective neuron fires,678

and 0 otherwise. The signal r is a third factor that is679

provided to all synapses globally and determines in which680

phase (potentiation or depression) the algorithm is in. T681

denotes the number of phases per trial, which is 12 in682

this case. So, r is 0 in all time steps apart from the 5th683

and 7th of each iteration, where the potentiation of the684

weights happens. This regularly occurring r signal could685

thus be generated autonomously using the gating chain.686

On Loihi, r is provided using a so-called “reinforcement687

channel”. Note that the reinforcement channel can only688

provide a global modulatory signal that is the same for689

all synapses.690

The above learning rule produces a positive weight up-691

date in time steps in which all three factors are 1, i.e.,692

when both pre- and post-synaptic neurons fire and the693

reinforcement channel is active. It produces a negative694

update when only the pre- and post-synaptic neurons695

fire, and the weight stays the same in all other cases.696
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To achieve the correct weight update according to the697

backpropagation algorithm (see (10)), the spiking net-698

work has to be designed in a way that the presynaptic699

activity al−1,i and the local gradient dl,j are present in700

neighboring neurons at the same time step. Furthermore,701

the sign of the local gradient has to determine if the si-702

multaneous activity happens in a time step with active703

third factor r or not.704

This requires control over the flow of spikes in the net-705

work, which is achieved by a mechanism called synfire706

gating [61, 62], which we adapt and simplify here.707

Gating Chain. Gating neurons are a separate structure708

within the backpropagation circuit and are connected in709

a ring. That is, the gating chain is a circular chain of710

neurons that, once activated, controls the timing of in-711

formation processing in the rest of the network. This712

allows information routing throughout the network to be713

autonomous to realize the benefits of neuromorphic hard-714

ware without the need for control by a classical sequential715

processor. Specifically, the neurons in the gating chain716

are connected to the relevant layers of the network, which717

allows them to control when and where information is718

propagated. All layers are inhibited far away from their719

firing threshold by default, as described in Section IVB,720

and can only transmit information, i.e., generate spikes,721

if their inhibition is neutralized via activation by the gat-722

ing chain. Because a neuron only fires if it is gated ‘on’723

AND gets sufficient input, such gating corresponds to a724

logical AND or coincidence detection with the input.725

In our implementation, the gating chain consists of 12726

neurons, which induce 12 algorithmic (Loihi) time steps727

that are needed to process one sample. Each neuron728

is connected to all layers that must be active in each729

respective time step. The network layers are connected730

in the manner shown in Supplementary Fig. 4, but the731

circuit structure, which is controlled by the gating chain,732

results in a functionally connected network as presented733

in Fig. 2, where the layers are shown according to the734

timing of when they become active during one iteration.735

The weight of the standard gating synapses (from one736

of the gating neurons to each neuron in a target layer)737

is wgate = −Iconst + 0.5Vthr, i.e. each neuron that is738

gated ‘on’ is brought to half of its firing threshold, which739

effectively implements Eq. (15). In four cases, i.e., for740

the synapses to the start learning layers in time step 2741

(h<) and 3 (o<) and to the backpropagated local gradi-742

ent layer d1 in time steps 6 and 10, the gating weight is743

wgate = −Iconst+Vthr. In two cases, i.e., for the synapses744

to the stop learning layer in time step 2 (h>) and 3 (o>),745

the gating weight is wgate = −Iconst. These different gat-746

ing inputs lead to step activation functions with different747

thresholds, as required for the computations explained748

below, in Section IVB3.749

Backpropagation Network Modules. In the previ-750

ous sections, we have explained how the weight update751

happens and how to bring the relevant values (al−1 and dl752

according to (10)) to the correct place at the correct time.753

In this section, we discuss how these values are actually754

calculated. The signal al−1, which is the layer activity755

from the feedforward pass, does not need to be calcu-756

lated but only remembered. This is done using a relay757

layer with synaptic delays, as explained in Section IVB1.758

The signal d2, the last layer local gradient, consists of 2759

parts according to (5). The difference between the out-760

put and the target o− t (see Section IVB2) and the box761

function f ′ must be calculated. We factorize the latter762

into two terms, a start and stop learning signal (see Sec-763

tion IVB3). The signal d1, the backpropagated local764

gradient, also consists of 2 parts, according to Eq. (6).765

In addition to another ‘start’ and ‘stop’ learning signal,766

we need sgn(WT
2 d2), whose computation is explained in767

Section IVB4.768

In the following equation, the weight update is anno-769

tated with the number of the paragraph in which the770

calculating module is described:771

∆W2 = η

2.
︷ ︸︸ ︷

(o− t) ◦

3.
︷ ︸︸ ︷

f ′(W2h)

1.
︷︸︸︷

hT , (23)

∆W1 = η sgn(WT
2 d2)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

4.

◦ f ′(W1x)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

3.

xT

︸︷︷︸

1.

. (24)

1. Relay Neurons772

The memory used to store the activity of the input and773

the hidden layer is a single relay layer that is connected774

both from and to the respective layer in a one-to-one775

manner with the proper delays. The input layer x sends776

its activity to the relay layer mx so that the activity can777

be restored in the W1 update phases in time steps 7 and778

11. The hidden layer x sends its activity to the relay779

layer mh so that the activity can be restored in the W2780

update phases in time steps 5 and 9.781

2. Error Calculation782

The error calculation requires a representation of783

signed quantities, which is not directly possible in a spik-784

ing network because there are no negative spikes. This is785

achieved here by splitting the error evaluation into two786

parts, t − o and o − t, to yield the positive and nega-787

tive components separately. Similarly, the calculation of788

back-propagated local gradients, d1, is performed using789

a negative copy of the transpose weight matrix, and it is790

done in 2 phases for the positive and negative local gra-791

dient, respectively. In the spiking neural network, t − o792

is implemented by an excitatory synapse from t and an793

inhibitory synapse of the same strength from o, and vice794

versa for o− t. Like almost all other nonplastic synapses795

in the network, the absolute weight of the synapses is796

just above the value that makes the target neuron fire,797

when gated on. The difference between the output and798

the target is, however, just one part of the local gradi-799

ent d2. The other part is the derivative of the activation800

function (box function).801

3. Start and Stop Learning Conditions802

The box function (17) can be split in two conditions: a803

‘start’ learning and a ‘stop’ learning condition. These two804
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conditions are calculated in parallel with the feedforward805

pass. The feedforward activation f(x) = H(x − 0.5Vthr)806

corresponding to Eq. (1) is an application of the spiking807

threshold to the layer’s input with an offset of 0.5Vthr,808

which is given by the additional input from the gating809

neurons. The first term of the box function (9), H(x), is810

also an application of the spiking threshold, but this time811

with an offset equal to the firing threshold so that any812

input larger than 0 elicits a spike. We call this first term813

the ‘start’ learning condition, and it is represented in h<
814

for the hidden and in o< for the output layer. The second815

term of the box function in Eq. (9), −H(x − 1Vthr), is816

also an application of the spiking threshold, but this time817

without an offset so that only an input larger than the818

firing threshold elicits a spike. We call this second term819

the ‘stop’ learning condition, and it is represented in h>
820

and o> for the hidden and output layers, respectively.821

For the W1 update, the two conditions are combined in a822

box function layer bh = h<−h> that then gates the d1 lo-823

cal gradient layer. For the W2 update, the two conditions824

are directly applied to the d2 layers because an interme-825

diate bo layer would waste one time step. The function826

is however the same: the stop learning o> inhibits the827

d2 layers and the ‘start’ learning signal o< gates them.828

In our implementation, the two conditions are obtained829

in parallel with the feedforward pass, which requires two830

additional copies of each of the two weight matrices. An831

alternative method to avoid these copies but takes more832

time steps, would do this computation sequentially and833

use the synapses and layers of the feedforward pass three834

times per layer with different offsets, and then route the835

outputs to their respective destinations.836

4. Error Backpropagation837

Error calculation and gating by the start learning sig-838

nal and inhibition by the stop learning signal are com-839

bined in time step 4 to calculate the last layer local gra-840

dients d+2 and d−2 . From there, the local gradients are841

routed into the output layer and its copies for the last842

layer weight update. This happens in 2 phases: The pos-843

itive local gradient d+2 is connected without delay so that844

it leads to potentiation of the forward and backward last845

layer weight matrices in time step 5. The negative local846

gradient is connected with a delay of 4 time steps so that847

it arrives in the depression phase in time step 9. For the848

connections to the oT− layer which is connected to the849

negative copy −WT
2 , the opposite delays are used to get850

a weight update with the opposite sign. See Fig. 2 for a851

visualization of this mechanism. Effectively, this leads to852

the last layer weight update853

∆W2 = η(H(t− o) ◦ f ′(W2h))h
T

−η(H(o− t) ◦ f ′(W2h))h
T , (25)

where the first term on the right hand side is non-zero854

when the local gradient is positive, corresponding to an855

update happening in the potentiation phase, and the sec-856

ond term is nonzero when the local gradient is negative,857

corresponding to an update happening in the depression858

phase. The functions f and f ′ are as described in Equa-859

tions (15) and (9).860

The local gradient activation in the output layer does861

not only serve the purpose of updating the last layer862

weights, but it is also directly used to backpropagate the863

local gradients. Propagating the signed local gradients864

backwards through the network layers requires a positive865

and negative copy of the transposed weights, WT
2 and866

−WT
2 , which are the weight matrices of the synapses be-867

tween the output layer o and the back-propagated local868

gradient layer d1, and between oT− and d1, respectively.869

Here oT− is an intermediate layer that is created exclu-870

sively for this purpose. The local gradient is propagated871

backwards in two phases. The part of the local gradi-872

ent that leads to potentiation is propagated back in time873

steps 5 to 7, and the part of the local gradient that leads874

to depression of the W1 weights is propagated back in875

time steps 9 to 11. In time step 6, the potentiating local876

gradient is calculated in layer d1 as877

d+1 = H(WT
2 d+2 + (−WT

2 )d−2 ) ◦ bh , (26)

and in timestep 10 the depressing local gradient is calcu-878

lated in layer d1 as879

d−1 = H((−WT
2 )d+2 +WT

2 d−2 ) ◦ bh . (27)

Critically, this procedure does not simply separate the880

weights by sign, but rather maintains a complete copy881

of the weights that is used to associate appropriate sign882

information to the back-propagated local gradient val-883

ues. Note that here the Heaviside activation function884

H(x) is used rather than the binary activation function885

f = H(x − 0.5Vthr), so that any positive gradient will886

induce an update of the weights. Any positive threshold887

in this activation will lead to poor performance by mak-888

ing the learning insensitive to small gradient values. The889

transposed weight copies must be kept in sync with their890

forward counterparts, so the updates in the potentiation891

and depression phases are also applied to the forward and892

backward weights concurrently.893

So in total, after each trial, the actual first layer weight
update is the sum of four different parts:

∆W1 = η((H(WT
2 d+2 + (−WT

2 )d−2 )) ◦ bh)x
T

− η((H((−WT
2 )d+2 +WT

2 d−2 )) ◦ bh)x
T . (28)

These four terms are necessary because, e.g., a posi-894

tive error can also lead to depression if backpropagated895

through a negative weight matrix and the other way896

round.897

C. The sBP Implementation on Loihi898

Partitioning on the Chip. To distribute the spike899

load over cores, neurons of each layer are approximately900

equally distributed over 96 cores of a single chip. This901
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distribution is advantageous because only a few layers are902

active at each time step, and Loihi processes spikes within903

a core in a sequential manner. In total, the network as904

presented here needs 2Nin+6Nhid+7Nout+12Ngat neu-905

rons. With Nin = 400, Nhid = 400, Nout = 10,906

and Ngat = 1, these are 3282 neurons and about 200k907

synapses, most of which are synapses of the 3 plastic908

all-to-all connections between the input and the hidden909

layer.910

Learning Implementation. The learning rule on Loihi911

is implemented as given in Eq. (21). Because the preci-912

sion of the plastic weights on Loihi is maximally 8 bits913

with a weight range from−256 to 254, we can only change914

the weight in steps of 2 without making the update non-915

deterministic. This is necessary for keeping the various916

copies of the weights in sync (hence the factor of 2 in917

Eq. (21)). With Vthr = 1024, this corresponds to a learn-918

ing rate of η = 2
1024

≈ 0.002. The learning rate can919

be changed by increasing the factor in the learning rule,920

which leads to a reduction in usable weight precision, or921

by changing Vthr, which changes the range of possible922

weights according to Eq. (20). Several learning rates923

(settings of Vthr) were tested with the result that the fi-924

nal accuracy is not very sensitive to small changes. The925

learning rate that yielded the best accuracy is reported926

here. In the NxSDK API, the neuron traces that are used927

for the learning rule are x0, y0, and r1 for x(t), y(t) and928

r(t) in 21 respectively. r1 was used with a decay time929

constant of 1, so that it is only active in the respective930

time step, effectively corresponding to r0. To provide931

the r signal, a single reinforcement channel was used and932

was activated by a regularly firing spike generator in time933

steps 5 and 7.934

Weight Initialization. After the He initialization as935

described in Section IVA, the weights are mapped to936

Loihi weights according to (20). Then, the weights are937

truncated to [−240, 240] and discretized to 8 bits resolu-938

tion, i.e, steps of 2, by rounding them to the next valid939

number towards 0.940

Power Measurements. All Loihi power measurements941

are obtained using NxSDK version 0.9.9 on the Nahuku32942

board ncl-ghrd-01. Both software API and hardware943

were provided by Intel Labs. All other probes, includ-944

ing the output probes, are deactivated. For the inference945

measurements, we use a network that only consists of the946

three feedforward layers with non-plastic weights and the947

gating chain of four neurons. The power was measured948

for the first 10000 samples of the training set for the949

training measurements and all 10000 samples of the test950

set for the inference measurements.951
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FIG. 4. Anatomical connectivity of the 2 layer backpropagation circuit. While in the Loihi implementation the o
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FIG. 5. Example raster plot of the spikes over six gating cycles. All populations of the same size are plotted in the same plot
and only the first 50 neurons are plotted per layer. To avoid occlusion, a small offset in time is added to the time step of
some layers. Refer to Tab. II for a detailed explanation of the spike propagation. (1) error (target but no output spike) leads
to potentiation of the W2 synaptic weight and the positive transpose; (2) the same error leads to depression of the negative
transpose via activity of d1; (3) no error because o and t fire at the same location, i.e. there is no update in this iteration; (4)
there is an error (t fires at index 4, but o at index 7), but the local gradient is 0 because it is gated ‘off’ at index 7 because the
derivative of the activation function is 0, i.e. both o< and o> fire. Also, it is not gated ‘on’ at index 4, because o< does not
fire; (5) local gradient (output but not target), leads to potentiation of the weight of the synapses from oT− to d1 (red), and
(6) depression of h − o and d1 − o synaptic weights; (7) The orange spikes show the back-propagated local gradient from (1)
which leads to potentiation of the x− h weights. Note that for visualization purposes, the gating from bh is applied one time
step later directly to h, h< and h>. That is, the orange spikes in time step 7 are the full backpropagated error, but only the
neurons that are also gated ‘on’ by the combination of h< and h> are actually active in the potentiation phase in time step 8.
(8) Same as (7), but the error from (2) leads to depression of the x− h weights.
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Step 1 2 3 4 5

(x, x, g1)

(mx, x, g2)

(h<, f(W1x+ 0.5), g2)

(h>, f(W1x− 0.5), g2)

(h, f(W1x), g2)

(mh, h, g3)

(o<, f(W2h+ 0.5), g3)

(o>, f(W2h− 0.5), g3)

(o, f(W2h), g3)

(t, t, g3)

(bh, h
<

− h>, g3)

(d+
2
, f(t− o) ◦ (o< − o>), o< − o>)

(d−
2
, f(o− t) ◦ (o< − o>), o< − o>)

(h, h, g5)

(hT , h, g5)

(o, d+
2
, g5)

(o<, d+
2
, g5)

(o>, d+
2
, g5)

(oT−, d−
2
, g5)

ff in ff hid ff out error ◦ bo potentiation
whid,out

Step 6 7 8 9 10 11

(hT , H(WT
2 (d+

2
)−WT

2 (d−
2
))

≡d+
1
, g6)

(x, x, g7)

(h, bh ◦ d+
1
, bh)

(h<, bh ◦ d+
1
, bh)

(h>, bh ◦ d+
1
, bh)

(h, h, g9)

(hT , h, g9)

(o, d−
2
, g9)

(o<, d−
2
, g9)

(o>, d−
2
, g9)

(oT−, d+
2
, g9)

(hT , H(−WT
2 (d−

2
)+WT

2 (d+
2
))

≡d−
1
, g10)

(x, x, g11)

(h, bh ◦ d−
1
, bh)

(h<, bh ◦ d−
1
, bh)

(h>, bh ◦ d−
1
, bh)

backpropagation potentiation depression backpropagation depression

win,hid whid,out win,hid

TABLE II. Information flow through the backpropagation network (see Fig. 2). Gating pulses (g1 − g11) are sent from the
gating chain. The triplet notation (a, b, c) denotes information b in population a gated by population c.
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Power (mW)

hardware Static Dynamic Total Latency (ms)
Dyn. Energy per

sample (mJ)

Energy

delay

product(µJs)

Loihi training ds100-300-10

x86 cores 0.119 19.0 19.1 0.0139 0.0101

neuron cores 35.7 193 229 0.141 0.103

whole board 916 212 1128 0.731 0.155 0.113

Loihi training 400-300-10

x86 cores 0.133 18.9 19.0 0.0223 0.0264

neuron cores 40.0 399 439 0.471 0.557

whole board 914 418 1332 1.18 0.494 0.583

Loihi training 400-400-10 start

x86 cores 0.137 18.5 18.6 0.0275 0.0409

neuron cores 37.6 398 435 0.591 0.88

whole board 912 416 1328 1.49 0.619 0.92

Loihi training 400-400-10 end

x86 cores 0.15 18.5 18.7 0.0275 0.0408

neuron cores 41.1 399 440 0.592 0.878

whole board 914 418 1332 1.48 0.62 0.919

Loihi 400-400-10 end (learning engine off)

x86 cores 0.125 22.2 22.3 0.00822 0.00304

neuron cores 34.1 55.1 89.2 0.0204 0.00755

whole board 954 77.3 1031 0.37 0.0286 0.0106

Loihi inference net 400-400-10

x86 cores 0.143 23.4 23.6 0.00396 0.000669

neuron cores 39.2 14.7 53.9 0.00249 0.000421

whole board 980 38.2 1019 0.169 0.00645 0.00109

GPU (Nvidia GTX 1660S) training

batchsize 1 15000 19000 34000 1.0 19.0 19.0

batchsize 10 15000 19000 34000 0.1 1.9 0.19

batchsize 100 15000 19000 34000 0.01 0.19 0.0019

TABLE III. Breakdown of power consumption of the chip for different cases. ‘ds100-300-10’, means that the network is run
using 100 input and 300 hidden layer neurons and with the input downsampled by 2. Here, ‘start’ means that the measurement
is taken in the first 10000 iterations of the first training epoch, and ‘end’ means that it has been taken with the fully trained
model. We use ‘learning engine off’ to say that the weights are set to nonplastic weights after training so that the on-chip
circuitry that handles learning is not active. The inference net, which uses the same weights as the fully trained network,
consists only of the 3 feedforward layers and the gating chain.
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1. Power Measurements on GPU1374

The power on the GPU was measured using nvidia-smi while running the TensorFlow implementation of our1375

algorithm. The dynamic power was calculated by taking the difference between the power reading before the start1376

of the run and during the run. The system is running Tensorflow version 2.3 on Windows 10 with an Intel i5-9600K1377

processor and 16 GB of RAM. The GPU is an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1600S (driver version: 461.92, CUDA version:1378

11.2).1379

2. Detailed Description of the Algorithm1380

Here we go through all steps of the algorithm as shown in Fig. 2:1381

1. MNIST images are sent to the x layer in binarized form1382

2. W1 is applied three times with different offsets (received from the gating chain) before application of the nonlinear1383

activation function. This yields the hidden layer activity and start and stop learning conditions for theW1 update1384

according to Eq. (9)1385

3. The MNIST labels are sent as a one-hot vector to the target layer and W2 is applied three times with different1386

offsets. This yields the output layer activity and start and stop learning conditions for the W2 update according1387

to Eq. (9). Furthermore, the input and hidden layer activities are stored into the mx and mh relay layers for1388

later usage in the learning phases. In the box function layer (bh), the start and stop learning conditions of W11389

are combined using an excitatory and inhibitory connection. This corresponds to the multiplication in Eq. (9)1390

as in this case, multiplication is the same as taking the difference with the inverted term.1391

4. The positive and negative errors are calculated by excitation from the o layer and inhibition from the t layer (and1392

vice versa). The local gradient layers are not gated on by the gating chain but by the start learning condition1393

o<, and furthermore, they are inhibited by the stop learning condition o>. This way, the Hadamard product1394

from Eq. (5) is calculated.1395

5. The positive local gradient is now sent to the output layer (and its two siblings) while at the same time the1396

hidden layer activity from time step 2 is reactivated from the relay layer. This leads to a positive weight update1397

of W2, and because also the d1 layer is activated, to updates of WT
2 and WT−

2 according to the learning rule in1398

Eq. (21). Weights WT−
2 are however potentiated oppositely because layer oT− receives input from layer d− in1399

this time step. This time step implements the first term of Eq. (25).1400

6. The actual backpropagation happens in this time step. By way of the transposed weight matrices, the d11401

layer receives activity from the output layer and the oT− layer, which contains the positive and negative local1402

gradients. The layer is gated by the box function layer bh, which calculates the Hadamard product from Eq. (6).1403

This gating includes an offset so that even the smallest possible nonzero input sum leads to a spike in the1404

neurons of the d1 layer.1405

7. This time step realizes the potentiation of the W1 weights. The hidden layer and its two siblings receive the1406

local gradient that was propagated back in the previous time step, and the x layer restores its previous activity1407

from the relay layer. Because the third factor is switched on in this time step, potentiation happens according1408

to Eq. (21). This time step implements the first term of Eq. (28).1409

8. To avoid interference of the input to the output layer from the previously active hidden layer (layer h is connected1410

to o, o< and o>), no layer is gated on in this time step.1411

9. The steps 9 to 11 are the same as 5 to 7, but with input of the opposite local gradient and without third factor1412

active and therefore the opposite sign of learning (depression).1413

3. Synapse Types1414

There are five types of synapses (see different colors in Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. 4):1415

• Plastic all-to-all synapses (red), that change weights according to a learning rule (Eq. (21)) and can be both1416

positive or negative (wp = [−256, 254]).1417

• Excitatory (black) one-to-one synapses with a fixed weight (we = Vthr = 1024) to copy the firing pattern of the1418

source layer to the target layer.1419

• Inhibitory (blue) one-to-one synapses with a fixed weight (wi = −Vthr = −1024) to always inhibit the target1420

neurons.1421
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• Excitatory one-to-all gating (green) synapses from a single gating chain neuron to all neurons of a layer with a1422

fixed weight of usually wg = −Iconst + 0.5Vthr = 8704. The usual gating synapses are used to gate ‘on’ a layer1423

that is supposed to have the feedforward activation function f . Different weights wg< = −Iconst = 8192 and1424

wg> = −Iconst + Vthr = 9216 are used to gate ‘on’ the start and stop learning conditions to get the two step1425

functions with which the box function is built.1426

• Excitatory one-to-one gating (yellow) synapses from the start learning layer o< and the box function layer bh1427

to the respective local gradient layers. The wg weight is used for gating of the d2 layers in time step 4, and the1428

wg> weight is used for gating of the d1 layer in time steps 6 and 10.1429

To a certain extent within the precision boundaries of the chip, the scaling of the weights is arbitrary. All plastic1430

synapses and most other synapses have a synaptic delay of 0 time steps. Some synapses, specifically the ones originating1431

from the relay layers, the d2 layers, and the bh layer, have delays up to 6 time steps, i.e. their output spikes affect the1432

target neuron several time steps later. The delays, corresponding to the horizontal arrow length, can be read from1433

Fig. 2.1434

4. Downsampled MNIST1435

Table III above refers to network structures with input sizes of 400 and 100. The 400-400-10 network used a set1436

of trimmed images, where whitespace was removed to reduce the required size of the input layer. MNIST images for1437

this had a border of width 4 removed. For the smaller 100-300-10 network, these images were then downsampled by1438

averaging over 2× 2 pixel grids and binarized by thresholding at 0.5. This gave a set of 10× 10 binary images.1439

5. Tensorflow Implementation1440

For the feedforward network, our GPU tensorflow implementation is similar to the binary network presented in1441

[64] but with continuous weights, and simplified to correspond with the neuromorphic design. The loss function was1442

modified to mean squared error and minimized with stochastic gradient descent with a fixed learning rate. Dropout1443

and batch normalization were removed and the batch size was set to 1.1444

The network was initialized with Glorot parameters for each layer l, i.e., γl =
√

1.5
Nl−1+Nl

where Nl is the number1445

of neurons in layer l. For each layer, weights were generated uniformly on the interval [−γl, γl] and clipped to these1446

values during learning. While these initializations do not take into account the binary activation functions of our1447

network, tests with alternative initializations showed little or no improvement, likely due to the shallow depth of the1448

networks considered.1449

Gradients on the binary network in [64] were calculated with a ‘straight-through’ estimator in which the derivative1450

of the binary activation function1451

σ(x) =

{

1 x ≥ 0

0 otherwise
(29)

was approximated as1452

hl(x) =







0 x ≥ γl
1

2γl

−γl < x < γl

0 x < γl

. (30)

This same gradient calculation is maintained, but to mimic the binary gradient signal in the neuromorphic implemen-1453

tation, the final gradient with respect to each weight is thresholded. If the gradient calculated with respect to weight1454

i is gi, the applied gradient in the learning step is sgn(gi)σ(|gi| − t) for a threshold t representing the threshold of1455

signal propagation in the neuromorphic implementation and σ as defined above.1456
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